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Think back to your own childhood for a moment. Can you remember
when you first learned to read? Chances are, just like kids today, you
learned to read somewhere between kindergarten and 1st grade. Over
the years not much has changed, but researchers are finding
overwhelming evidence that early literacy development begins long
before a child enters the classroom. Did you know that there are only
2,000 days between the time a baby is born and when they start
kindergarten?  And that the most rapid period of human development
happens between birth and age five? During that time, brain mapping is
forming and creating the foundation for all future learning. All the
cooing, toe-counting, and eye-gazing is brain fertilizer, and every time
caregivers connect with children, it's not just their eyes that light up - it's
their brains, too!

During these important formative years, kids develop critical vocabulary
and decoding skills. Activities such as singing songs, storytelling, and
reading nursery rhymes or children’s books grow a child’s vocabulary,
preparing kids for successful reading comprehension when they do
eventually learn to read. Early literacy plays a key role in enabling the
kind of early learning experiences that research shows are linked with
academic achievement, reduced grade retention, higher graduation
rates, and enhanced productivity in adult life. This is why early literacy
and education are so important. 

Your child’s experiences during these early years will shape how they
learn later. It begins at home with YOU! As their parent, you are the first
and most important teacher in your child’s life. We all have what it takes
to be brain builders for young children. You can help your child build a
strong foundation for future success.
 
We hope this guide gives you the resources and confidence to nurture a
love of reading for the whole family. Here you will find resources available to
you throughout North Carolina, but especially Lee County. We’re excited
about what the future holds for your family and look forward to going on
this journey with you.
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Letter from our Executive Director

Kristy Arey
Executive Director
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Make the moment last longer by building on what your child says, or asking
follow-up questions that expand your child's thinking and learning. When you
stretch the conversation with questions like, "What do you think about that?" or
"How does that make you feel?" you're stretching the brain building moment,
too!

Back and forth interactions between you and your child are one of the most
important ways to help their brains develop. So be sure to take turns while
you're talking, playing, or exploring with your child.

TAKE TURNSTAKE TURNS       

It may not seem like it, but the sounds and gestures young children make are
their way of communicating with you! So talk out loud together and keep
chatting as your child grows to involve them in learning about the world around
them.

Powerful brain-building moments are created when you let children lead the
way and you follow by responding to their words, sounds, actions, and ideas.

Even before babies can talk, they're showing you what they like. Look into their
eyes, or what catches their eye, and begin brain building.

5 BRAIN BUILDING BASICS
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STRETCHSTRETCH       

CHATCHAT     

FOLLOWFOLLOW     

LOOKLOOK     
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There is no way to 

be a perfect parent, 

but a million ways to 

be a great one.

"Once you learn to read, you will be forever free."

~ Frederick Douglas  

Early Education
Early Education
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What it is: Understanding that letters are different from each other and that they have names and certain
sounds are associated with each letter.

How it supports reading: Letter knowledge provides children with an image which, when combined with
sound awareness skills, helps them make sense of the words more easily.

Activity— Hanging Up the Letter Laundry: This activity requires a little setup, but then kids can play by
themselves. Use a permanent marker to put one letter of the alphabet on each of the 26 clothespins.
Then find pictures—magazine images, photos, or clipart—of common, recognizable items to glue to
index cards; find at least one for each letter. Turn each index card over and write the name of the object
on the back.

Put the index cards and clothespins in a bin or ziplock bag. Your child can then “hang up the laundry” by
taking a card, naming the picture, and clipping the card to the clothespin whose letter matches the
sound their word begins with. Once all the laundry is “drying,” they can check their work by turning the
cards over to see if the first letter in the name of the object matches the letter on the clothespin.

What it is: The words children know and use to make sense of the world around them.  During the
preschool years, vocabulary grows from about 200 words to 2,000 words.

How it supports reading: Children use oral vocabulary to make sense of the words they see in print. It’s
easier to make sense of a word that is already recognizable and holds meaning.

Activity— What am I?/What am I describing? Parents can link this activity to a current interest, or
pretend they’re preparing for an activity, like making breakfast. It can also be limited to what’s in the
room.

Think of an item and describe it, using as much detail as possible. Each detail adds additional vocabulary
words for children to learn. For example, in describing an egg, you might say, “We eat it. It needs to be
stored in the fridge. It usually comes as one of a dozen. It could be white or brown and fits in the palm of
my hand.” Once a child guesses correctly, it’s their turn to describe something.
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Learning to read and write doesn’t have to be boring. These fun literacy
activities will help children develop the skills to read and write on their own.

LETTER KNOWLEDGE

VOCABULARY
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What it is: Understanding that print has meaning and is organized in a certain way, i.e. that letters
form words, that words form sentences, and that the spaces in between matter.

How it supports reading: Children learn that books start at the front cover, that English print is read
from left to right and top to bottom, and that the words they point to match the words being said.
Children with strong print awareness skills tend to practice the act of reading books even before they
can read.

Activity— My “I Can Read…” Environmental Print Book: Children recognize environmental print—the
words found all around them, such as the logo of a favorite cereal, restaurant, toy brand, or road
signs—long before they can read the words. Environmental print books create a collection of all the 
words children recognize through everyday life.

Provide your child with a notebook. Write an A on the first page and continue the rest of the
alphabet on additional pages. Throughout the year, give children food labels, flyers, and other print
materials. Words they’re able to recognize and “read” for each letter can be glued to the correct page
all year long.

For a digital version, create a Google Slide deck for your child, with one slide for each letter of the
alphabet. With help they can add photos or digital logos to each slide.

What it is: The ability to hear and work with the sounds in spoken words.

How it supports reading: The ability to hear rhymes, alliteration, and word family chunks (such as -at,
-it, or -up) helps children move from noticing to doing. Once they can play with the spoken word,
they combine this with letter knowledge to build a comparable skill in reading: the ability to separate
a word into the sounds that make it up and blend single sounds into words.

Activity— Sounding off to the beat: This is a chant-clap-knee tap game. Start a rhythm that your
child can follow. It’s best to start with something slow, like clap-tap, clap-tap, clap-tap, clap-tap.

Once your child can keep the rhythm going, decide if you want them to manipulate the beginning
sound of a word or come up with a rhyming word. Here’s how a round might go if you choose
rhyming words:

(clap-tap, clap-tap, clap-tap, clap-tap)
Parent: “Let’s start with a rhyme. It’s time, let’s rhyme!”
(clap-tap, clap-tap, clap-tap, clap-tap)
Parent: “Jog”
(clap-tap, clap-tap, clap-tap, clap-tap)
Child: “Dog”
(clap-tap, clap-tap, clap-tap, clap-tap)
Parent: “Clog!”
(clap-tap, clap-tap, clap-tap, clap-tap)
Child: “Frog!”

A round ends when nobody can produce another rhyming word.

Learning A
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PRINT AWARENESS

RHYTHMING AWARENESS
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Increase parent knowledge of early childhood development and improve parent

practices.

Provide early detection of developmental delays and health issues.

Prevent child abuse and neglect.

Increase children’s school readiness and success.

This program promotes the best early development, learning and health of children by

supporting and engaging their parents and caregivers.  This is done through parent

educators partnering, facilitating, and reflecting with families.
 

The program has four primary goals:

 

Contact  Heather Garrity at (919) 774-9496 for more information

ARE YOU A TEEN PARENT? 

CHECK OUT THIS PROGRAM

 

This program supports teen parents so they can get an education,  job skills, improve

parenting abilities and prevent future pregnancies. It also  helps them become self-

sufficient and better able to support themselves and their families. It establishes a

strong, stable foundation upon which the baby will be raised. By investing in teen parents

today, the Adolescent Parenting Program (APP) protects the future of two generations -

the young parents themselves and their babies.
 

AP2 participants receive twice monthly home visits using the Parents as Teachers

curriculum.  Monthly group education sessions are offered as well. 

Parents as Teachers is a home visiting program that

provides parent education and support to families

with children from prenatal through kindergarten age.

The PAT vision is that all children will develop, learn

and grow to realize their full potential. 

HELPING TEENS AND THEIR BABIES TOWARDS A BETTER FUTURE

Contact Morgan Billings at  (919) 774-9496 for more information
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Sister Love is an infant mortality reduction program for African-American women who are

currently pregnant. Focus is on improving birth outcomes among minority women,

reducing minority infant sickness and death and supporting families and communities. 

 This program maintains and serves a caseload of 40 women and their children prenatally

and up to two years.  The program participants must be pregnant at enrollment, or

enrolled during the 60 days after delivery. 
 

 Program activities also include the provision of community outreach and education, group

educational sessions and home visiting

Breastfeeding initiation and maintenance 

Depression screening

Folic acid/multivitamin consumption 

Healthy weight and physical activity 

Infant safe sleep practices 

Prenatal care 

Reproductive life planning 

Tobacco use/smoking cessation and

Eliminating secondhand smoke exposure 

Well-child visits

Contact Rhonda Lee at  (919) 774-9496 for more information

SISTER LOVESISTER LOVE

Kaleidoscope Play & Learn is an organized free facilitated weekly playgroup.
Caregivers and family members learn about: Activities they can do at home to support

children’s learning, turning everyday activities – such as grocery shopping, cooking, and
bath time – into early learning opportunities. Skills children are expected to have when

they start school.
 

Play and Learn Groups are typically facilitated in English,
and they are inclusive to all children, languages, and cultures.

    Early Education R
esources

Early Education R
esources
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Reach Out and Read is an early literacy program that partners health
care providers with parents in order to share the lifelong benefits that
result from families reading aloud to their children every day.  During
the well child check, children are given a "prescription" to read daily for
at least 15 minutes and provided an age-appropriate book to take
home. By integrating these experiences into pediatric care and
providing the tools and encouragement families need to read aloud
together, Reach Out and Read is transforming pediatric care practices
and giving children of all backgrounds and means a better start to life.
Sanford Pediatrics and Partnership for Children & Families offer this
program  in Lee County.

Raising a Reader is a program done in select child care centers.
Children receive a backpack of books each week to be able to take
home and then bring back at the end of the week to receive a new
set of books. At the end of the program, children are given a tour of
the local library and are given the opportunity to sign up for their
own library card.
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Dolly Parton’s Imagination Library is dedicated to inspiring a love of reading by gifting
books monthly free of charge to children from birth to age five.

Enroll today at imaginationlibrary.com

"If your actions create a legacy that
inspires others to dream more, learn

more, do more and become more,
then, you are an excellent leader"

~Dolly Parton 
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WANT YOUR CHILD TO

RECEIVE FREE BOOKS?



Free Little Libraries are set up through Lee County, NC to inspire a love
of reading, build community, and sparks creativity by fostering

neighborhood book exchanges around the community.

SANFORD BRANCH
(919) 718 - 4665
107 Hawkins Ave

Sanford, NC 27330

BROADWAY BRANCH
(919) 258 - 6513

206 South Main St
Broadway, NC 27505

Children's Story Time
is offered 

Monday & Wednesday
 @ 10:00 am 

at the Sanford Branch
 

Visit their Facebook Page
facebook.com/LeeCounty

LibrariesNC

  Early Literacy
Early Literacy    Program

s
Program

s  

littlefreelibrary.org

Partnership for Children and Families Little Free Libraries are located at:

Carr Creek Park
2644 Mount Pisgah Church Rd
Sanford, NC 27332

Depot Park
106 Charlotte Ave
Sanford, NC 27330

Maple Ave Park
305 Maple Ave
Sanford, NC 27330

SanLee Park 
572 Pumping Station Rd
Sanford, NC 27330

Broadway
210 South Main Street
Broadway, NC 27505

Monday: 10:00AM - 5:00PM
Tuesday: 10:00AM - 5:00PM
Wednesday: 10:00AM - 5:00PM
Thursday: 10:00AM - 5:00PM
Friday: 10:00AM - 5:00PM
Saturday: 10:00AM - 4:00PM
Sunday: CLOSED

(919) 776-0642
106 S Steele Street
Sanford, NC 27330

Books at a Steal is a bookstore featuring
gently-used books at low cost to shoppers

and residents of Lee County
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STAFF
 

They have been trained to care for children.
Most staff have been with the program for at
least one year.
Disciplinary methods are acceptable.
They are warm and friendly and look like they
enjoy their job.
Staff members take time to discuss a child’s
progress with parents regularly.
Children are treated as individuals.
In a family day home, ask how long the
provider has been caring for children.
Staff members seem to have enough time to
look after all children.

 
 

PARENTAL INVOLVEMENT
 

Parents can visit unannounced.
Parents are involved in decision-making.
There are opportunities for parents to be
involved with the program.
Parents have a chance to speak with staff
when they drop off and pick up children.
Newsletters are given to the parents to keep
the parents informed of upcoming events.

 
FINAL CONSIDERATIONS

 
References are provided.
People who have used this service speak
well of it.
I would be happy here if I were a child.
I feel comfortable leaving my child here.

Need to work outside the home?
You're in good company: According to some estimates, more than 70 percent of all primary
caregivers work outside the home, that also means there are plenty of excellent child care

options, from child care centers to in-home day cares to religious-based centers and more. No
matter what kind of facility you choose, you should always look for the same things. 

The facility is licensed with the state. 
The hours the facility is open suits your
schedule.
The fees fit your price range. Ask about any
discounts, multiple children, sliding fee scale,
etc.
The teacher/ child ratios are posted and
followed.
Meals and snacks are healthy and appetizing.
Transportation is available, if needed.
The facility has clear policies that you
understand; especially on behaviors, sick
policy and emergencies. 

The setting is clean and cheerful.
Children seem happy.
Staff members and children get along well.
There is a balanced daily routine.
Children are comforted when needed.
There are rules the children can understand
and follow.
There is a safety plan to follow in
emergencies.
Safety precautions are established.
Different kinds of space are available for
quiet play, active play and outdoor play.
There is enough space for all activities.
There are enough books, paints, blocks,
musical toys, games and puzzles, etc.
Children can get things for themselves.

BASIC INFORMATION
 

THE ENVIRONMENT
 

ncchildcare.ncdhhs.gov

What to look for:What to look for:
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Child care can be difficult to afford, even if you have a good job. There are some
ways to get help or reduce your expenses. 

 
 Some types of assistance that may be available in your area are:

 
Child Care Subsidy - Through your local Department of Social Services or your local
Smart Start Agency  - See if you meet the requirements. There is sometimes a waiting list
for child care subsidy because there are not enough funds for all eligible families.

Head Start and Early Head Start -  These preschool programs are free to eligible
families and serve children ages birth to 5.

North Carolina Pre-K - This is a free statewide preschool program for at-risk children
who turn 4 by August 31.

Employee and Student Assistance Programs - Ask your employer or the school/college
you attend if they offer any help paying for child care. Some employers offer a flexible
spending account, which allows you to pay for child care with pre-tax dollars.

Military Child Care Programs - If you or your spouse serves in the military, you may be
eligible for military child care assistance.  

Scholarships and Sliding Fee Scales - Some child care programs offer scholarships or
charge families based on their ability to pay. Parent counselors at Child Care Search
 (1-855-231-8717) can search our database for child care programs that offer these.

Tax Credits -  North Carolina and the federal government both offer tax credits for
children and/or child care expenses. These credits can help you “get back” some of the
money you paid for child care during the previous year. Check with your tax preparer or
visit NC Department of Revenue and the IRS.

Child Care
Child Care      

Paying for Child CarePaying for Child Care

If you live in Chatham, Harnett, Johnston, Lee or Wayne Counties in North Carolina,
call Child Care Search at 1-855-231-8717 for information on how to find resources

specific to your county.
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PARENTING TO PREVENT
ADVERSE CHILDHOOD EXPERIENCES (ACES):

 

NURTURE AND PROTECT KIDS AS MUCH AS POSSIBLE: Being a source of safety
and support.

MOVE AND PLAY: Drum. Stretch. Throw a ball. Dance. Move inside or outside for fun,
togetherness and to ease stress.

MAKE EYE CONTACT: Look at kids (babies too). It says, “I see you, I value you. You
matter. You are not alone.”

SAY, “SORRY”: We all lose our patience and make mistakes. Acknowledge it,
apologize and repair relationships. It’s up to us to show kids we’re responsible for our
moods and mistakes.

GIVE 20 SECOND HUGS: There’s a reason we hug when things are hard. Safe touch is
healing. Longer hugs are most helpful.

SLOW DOWN OR STOP: Rest. Take breaks. Take a walk or a few moments to reset
or relax.

HUNT FOR THE GOOD: When there’s pain or trauma, we look for danger. We can
practice looking for joy and good stuff, too.

BE THERE FOR KIDS: It’s hard to see our kids in pain. We can feel helpless.  Simply
being present with our kids is doing something. It shows them we are in their corner.

HELP KIDS TO EXPRESS MAD, SAD, AND HARD FEELINGS: Hard stuff happens.
But helping kids find ways to share, talk, and process helps. Our kids learn from us.

KEEP LEARNING: Understand how Adverse Childhood Experiences (ACEs) impact you
and your parenting.
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ncimha.org

beearly.nc.gov

smartstart.org

zerotothree.org

"Behind every young child who believes in himself"Behind every young child who believes in himself"Behind every young child who believes in himself   
is a parent who believed first."is a parent who believed first."is a parent who believed first."   

~Matthew Jacobsen~Matthew Jacobsen~Matthew Jacobsen

resourcesforearlylearning.org
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ADOLESCENT PARENTINGADOLESCENT PARENTING

Program for teenagers who are pregnant or parenting. Promotes high
school graduation for the teen parent and prepares their child for

kindergarten. Home visits are done monthly and group sessions are held at
least quarterly on relevant topics.

BARBERS AND BEAUTICIANSBARBERS AND BEAUTICIANS

Partnership with local barber and beauty shops that focuses on educating
the community about factors that contribute to infant mortality, health

disparities, SIDS, nutrition, HIV/AIDS, contraception, parenting, and other
topics.  

CHILD CARE RESOURCE & REFERRALCHILD CARE RESOURCE & REFERRAL

Resource for all child care providers to have access to knowledge and
materials that will create a learning environment within their facility. 
 Trainings for all child care providers are offered and credit hours are

handed out.  

CHILD CARE SCHOLARSHIPCHILD CARE SCHOLARSHIP

Technical assistance and/or grants to improve quality and star ratings or to
help maintain quality.  Tuition assistance for eligible child care

professionals seeking college credit.  Child Care Subsidy assists eligible
families with child care expenses

HAPPY BOTTOMS BANKHAPPY BOTTOMS BANK

The Partnership for Children and Families
(PFCF) believes that all children, youth,
and families should thrive in safe, stable

and nurturing environments.

Page 14

Diaper, wipes, and period product pantry for those in need in our
community.  Requests can be made once a month through our website or

by calling the office.  



Home visitation program for children up to age five. Visits are done at least
once a month focusing on parent-child interaction, development-centered
parenting, and family well-being. Age-appropriate books are given at each

visit. Group meetings are also held monthly on a variety of topics.

Program for 7th-12th grade students to build a foundation of healthy
behaviors, life skills, a sense of purpose, and avoid risky behaviors. Staff
uses a combination of curriculum and community service activities that

build strengths and social-emotional skills.  

  PFCF
PFCF    Program

s
Program

s  

PARENTS AS TEACHERSPARENTS AS TEACHERS

NC Pre-Kindergarten provides a free, high-quality educational setting for
qualifying children who are four years of age before August 31.  

NC PRE-KNC PRE-K

SISTER LOVESISTER LOVE

Infant mortality reduction program for African-American women who are
currently pregnant. Program focus includes health education, group

support, incentive programs, home visitation, exercise, and community
outreach.  

TEEN OUTREACH PROGRAMTEEN OUTREACH PROGRAM

LEE COUNTY COMMUNITY RESILIENCE COLLABORATIVELEE COUNTY COMMUNITY RESILIENCE COLLABORATIVE

Lee County (NC) is a trauma informed resilient community where all
individuals thrive.  The collaborative's mission is to educate the community

on trauma informed care and Adverse Childhood Experiences (ACEs) to
create a resilient community.

LITERACY OUTREACHLITERACY OUTREACH

The Partnership has several literacy projects providing free or low cost
access to books for all ages.  These include Dolly Parton Imagination

Library, Free Little Libraries, Reach Out and Read, Raising a Reader, and
Books at a Steal bookstore in Downtown Sanford.  

Weekly play group for children birth to five years old and the parents,
grandparents, family, friends, or others who take care of them.  Each

session will include lots of fun singing songs, telling stories, creating art,
and playing. 

KALEIDOSCOPE PLAY & LEARNKALEIDOSCOPE PLAY & LEARN
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 Resources in Lee County

Disaster Relief 
Lifesaving Blood
Training and Certificates 
International Services
Military Families

homework assistance
games/athletics
workshops 
drug prevention program

Early intervention services for children and their families from birth to three years.

Food Pantry
Thrift Shop
Financial Assistance
Medical Equipment
Pastoral Care

Help with housing
Help with food
Child Care Subsidy
Help with utility
Work First Assistance (Employment)
Medicaid - Insurance

American Red Cross
919-774-6857
redcross.org

Boys and Girls Clubs of Central Carolina  
888-785-CLUB (2582)
centralcarolinaclubs.org
The Boys & Girls Clubs of Central Carolina is dedicated to serving Lee, Chatham, and
Harnett County youth from the ages of 6-18.

CHILDREN’S DEVELOPMENTAL SERVICES AGENCY (CDSA)
910-295-3133
sandhillskids.com

CHRISTIANS UNITED OUTREACH CENTER OF LEE COUNTY (CUOC)
919-774-8485
cuoclc.org

Department of Social Services
919-718-4690
leecountync.gov/departments/socialservices
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El Refugio is a Christian organization based in Lee County working to build bridges
between immigrants and established residents through cultural sharing.

Our mission is to foster intercultural understanding and to empower Hispanics to
overcome the challenges they face and make their voices heard in the community.

Medical 
Vision 
Dental 
Pharmaceutical 
Mental Health 

Diapers / Period Products
Child Care Subsidy
NC Pre-Kindergarten
Parents as Teachers
Kaleidoscope Play & Learn
Resilience Information

Help with utilities/eviction
Help with food

Public Housing 

Dial 211 to reach a live, trained, compassionate call specialist who can access a
network of local resources, or visit nc211.org to search for services online.

El Refugio
919-352-9709
elrefugioleeco.org

EL VINCULO HISPANO
919-634-0053
hispanicliaison.org

Helping Hands Clinic, Inc 
919-776-4359
hhcsanford.com

PARTNERSHIP FOR CHILDREN AND FAMILIES
919-774-9496
pfcf.org

Salvation Army 
919-718-1717
salvationarmycarolinas.org/sanford

SANFORD HOUSING AUTHORITY 
919-776-7655
sha-nc.org

UNITED WAY OF LEE COUNTY
919-776-5823
leecountyunitedway.org
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Children will practice their letter identification skills when looking to find
certain letters among all the other letters. Can your child find all the letters to

their name and circle them?

FUN GAMEFUN GAMEFUN GAME



Open the camera app
Focus the camera on
the QR code by gently
tapping the code
Follow the instructions
on the screen to
complete the action

How to scan QR codes:
1.
2.

3.

SCAN ME
this will take you to

more information
about what we offer

or go to www.pfcf.org

THIS RESOURCE IS PROVIDED BY 

"Building partnerships to enable all young children &
families to reach their full potential."

FOLLOW US ON:
facebook.com/lcpfcf

@leecountypfcf

Got items to donate?

You can donate the following items:
Diapers

Baby Wipes
Period Products

Used Books
Magazines
Clothing 

Monetary Donation

Drop items off at our office
or call us for more information.


